
 

 

 

 

 

Dear Friends and Partners:  

My time in Chicago is coming to an end as I head back to 

Hong Kong on route Dallas and San Francisco in September. I 

am grateful for the friends and relatives from near and far 

visiting my parents. That might have helped my dad regained 

his appetite and strength in the last couple of weeks of August! 

No, he is not running around the block, but at least he is walking 

more in the apartment and eating at the dining table instead of 

drinking nutritional drinks in his bed! He has returned to using the 

cane instead of the walker now. The social worker also added 

another 10 hours of domestic helper to assist him at the dialysis 

center as needed. My mom is really happy to know she has a 
second great grandchild name Jude. Thank God for watching 

over them and I feel at peace leaving Chicago to finish my last 

few months of responsibilities as a missionary in Asia. 

I did not get much writing done during my time in Chicago, but 

I am thankful for the opportunity to share with different small 

groups among the English and Cantonese congregations. I 

really enjoy fellowship with brothers and sisters as well as 

spending time with family and friends. I didn’t even get to go to 

the library much, so no craft done this year, but time alone by 

the lake, reading, and taking some photos gave me a sense of 

peace that is much needed as I receive news about Hong 

Kong’s upheavals. Please pray for mercy from the Lord to grant 

unity and a peaceful ending soon. Hong Kong will never be the 

same again; I am not sure what kind of city I am returning to, 

but my faith rest in the Lord whom is still in control in the midst of 

teargas and bloodshed. 

I know I will be busy after landing in Hong Kong because CCM’s 

annual missionary retreat in Thailand is less than a month away 

in October and CCMI’s board meeting is a few weeks behind in 

Vancouver. Once again, I thank God for CCMI’s capable 
coworkers covering all the details. May the Lord uses this retreat 

and the board meeting to help us experience and enjoy peace 

with Jesus in the midst of the storm. 

I am thankful for the last 3 months of home assignment which 

helped me better prepared to say goodbye to CCMI and 

being a missionary. I am not sure will it be freeing or at lost when 

my last team is up in January 2020? Please remind me not to 

get myself so occupy with “ministry” as a way to numb my 

feelings of lost or uselessness. 

Please uplift Hong Kong with me; may HIS will be done! 

Judi 
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